PRIVACY AND SECURITY

Lowering the shutter louvers can provide privacy and a
sense of security for your home. Shutters with 2 tiers
can provide light from top with open louvers and a
privacy and security from the bottom tier offering the
best of both worlds.
LOW MAINTENANCE

THE BENEFITS
OF CHOOSING
SHUTTERS FOR
YOUR WINDOWS

When comparing traditional window coverings, Shutter
Shield shutters offer very little maintenance. The Dust
does not collect on shutters as they do on blinds and
fabric curtains. The collection of dust left on blinds and
curtains are a breading ground for dust mites. Shutter
Shield Shutters are a perfect choice foe those that
.suffer from allergies
UV PROTECTION AND FLEXIBLE LIGHT CONTROL

Shutter louvers have the ability to be angled and tilted to
control how much light enters your home giving you a great
view of the outside while keeping you privacy on the inside.
The control of light also keeps a limit to the harmful UV
rays that destroy your furniture and floors. Shutter Shield
utilizes a state of the art paint that covers your investment
with a UV protective layer. This protects the paint and
wood from any possible fading or warping.
Shutter Shield Life Time Warranty.
SOUND AND THERMAL

Busy streets and out door activities can sometimes feel
like its all taking place in your home. Closed shutters
offer a added layer of sound protection while insulating
your home from keeping the warmth in during the winter
season reducing your heating bills. In the summer we
encourage you open your windows while keeping panels
closed assists in keeping unwanted heat out allowing the
air to circulate.
INVESTMENT AND CURB APPEAL

A plastic shutter will appear shiny from the road making
them very evident of its plastic qualities and shine.
Shutter Shield solid wood shutters give that high end
original design feel making the view stunning inside out!
Because shutters are permanent fixtures they could also
increase the potential price of your property.

